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Logic Synthesis for Compositional Microprogram Control Units (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2008
The control unit is one of the most important parts of any digital system. As a rule, control units have an irregular structure, which makes the processing of their logic circuits design very sophisticated. One possible way to optimise such characteristics as the size or performance of control units is to adapt their structures to the particular...
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The AI Business: The Commercial Uses of Artificial IntelligenceMIT Press, 1984

	What is the bottom line on Artificial Intelligence? The AI Business offers a comprehensive summary of the commercial picture, present and future, for Artificial Intelligence in the computer industry, medicine, the oil industry, and electronic design. AI's brightest and best - financiers, researchers, and users - analyze current...
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Designing Social Interfaces: Principles, Patterns, and Practices for Improving the User ExperienceO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Designers, developers, and entrepreneurs today must grapple with creating social interfaces to foster user interaction and community, but grasping the nuances and the building blocks of the digital social experience is much harder than it appears. Now you have help.

	
		In the second edition of this practical guide, UX...
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RF Microelectronics (Communications Engineering and Emerging Technologies Series)Prentice Hall, 1997
The annual worldwide sales of cellular phones has exceeded $2.5B. With 4.5 million customers, home satellite networks comprise a $2.5B industry. The global positioning system is expected to become a $5B market by the year 2000. In Europe, the sales of equipment and services for mobile communications will reach $30B by 1998. The statistics are...
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Lean Connections: Making Information Flow Efficiently and EffectivelyProductivity Press, 2008
Achieve effective information flow through the extended value stream to the end customer
Dependable information flow is a necessary prerequisite to the successful implementation of lean production principles. But while most managers understand how to make materials and manpower flow, the flow of information tends to be much...
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Peer-to-Peer Computing: Applications, Architecture, Protocols, and ChallengesCRC Press, 2011


	Peer-to-peer computing, at least on a conceptual level, is a genuine paradigm

	shift—intelligence is at the edge, computing is completely decentralized, and

	the network is just there to knit the distributed intelligence together. Indeed,

	with advancements in hardware technology, proliferation of the open source

	development...
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Pro PHP MVCApress, 2012

	Model View Controller (MVC) is becoming the definitive architecture of website development frameworks due to the stability, extensibility and predictability it lends to development. It is not just the primary separation of database, business logic and interface components, but includes a wide range of considerations for building...
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Building Dashboards with Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013 and Excel 2013Packt Publishing, 2013

	Microsoft Dynamics GP and Excel are made for each other. With this book you'll learn to use Excel to present the information contained in Dynamics in a data-rich dashboard. Step-by-step instructions come with real-life examples.


	Overview

	
		Build a dashboard using Excel 2013 with information from...
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Software That Sells : A Practical Guide to Developing and Marketing Your Software ProjectJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Purchasing this book could change your future
	Recognize a good idea and gauge its chances
	Analyze and research your market
	Learn what investors look for in a business venture
	Make your planning pay
	Pick a winning team
	Know when to reach for ready-mades

...
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Hacking Exposed LinuxMcGraw-Hill, 2008
GNU-Linux is the ultimate hacker’s playground. It’s a toy for the imagination, not unlike a box of blocks or a bag of clay. Whether someone is an artist or a scientist, the possibilities are endless. Anything that you want to try to do and build and make with a computer is subject only to your creativity. This is why so many people are...
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Professional Multicore Programming: Design and Implementation for C++ DevelopersWrox Press, 2008
Professional Multicore Programming: Design and Implementation for C++ Developers
    In order to increase overall system performance, computer manufacturers have opted to add more processors rather than increase clock frequency. In turn, if you want an application to benefit from the next new processor, that application will...
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Programming Bitcoin: Learn How to Program Bitcoin from ScratchO'Reilly, 2019

	
		
			Dive into Bitcoin technology with this hands-on guide from one of the leading teachers on Bitcoin and Bitcoin programming. Author Jimmy Song shows Python programmers and developers how to program a Bitcoin library from scratch. You’ll learn how to work with the basics, including the math, blocks, network, and...
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